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Twitter was one of the first services to adopt an over-the-wire protocol for multi-user communication. Twitter is both a client and server. The client
provides methods for authenticating with the Twitter service, creating a Twitter account, and sending and receiving tweets. The server is the originator of
messages received from users' clients. There are two models for the server to use: o The push model, in which messages are sent to the user as they are
received by the server. o The pull model, in which a user is notified when new content is available through the user interface (UI) and the user then has
the option to request more content through the UI. Different from most protocols, Twitter does not use one-to-one chat, but instead uses a direct
messaging system where a message is sent to a subset of an author's followers. As with most other direct messaging systems, no direct reply to the sender
is possible. All replies are sent to the author's Twitter clients. The user interface is entirely based on a timeline. The timeline is a list of all tweets authored
by the user. The timeline displays tweets in reverse chronological order by user as they are received by the client. The user interface is also a list of the
people followed by the user. This list is available to the user at all times and will display all of the users the user is following and all of the people the user
is following and both lists are updated on the server as new tweets or new users are added. The status of each user is accessible through the user
interface and a timeline. The status is any information the user wishes to share with other users of Twitter, such as a link to the author's homepage, the
author's name and a description of the link. A user may post as many status messages as they wish; each has a unique status_id. A user may add additional
attributes, to be stored along with the status message. These include images, links, or any multimedia that the author wishes to add to the status message.
Each tweet, description, and status message is signed using an OAuth token. The username and an @username are not signed. The protocol as described
here is used by libpurple for sending and receiving status messages and DMs. In addition, it is possible to query a user's timeline and search for people
using an account. # libpurple is a fork of libpurple_stubs # no longer requires pidgin, hamster, or
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Mentions. Treat the following symbols as mentions: @ # * Meaning: Mention the user on microblogging platforms that do not support DMs. Mention the
user on microblogging platforms that support DMs. Mention the user on microblogging platforms that support DMs and do not support DMs for the
current profile. The final result should be a D-I-Y command, like: * Using menti.se * Using mnt.bb.craigslist.org * Using mnt.doge.co.in * Using
mnt.eternaljoy.thefreesites.net * Using mnt.facebook.com * Using mnt.gab.ai * Using mnt.gab.com * Using mnt.google.com * Using mnt.hardikprasad.eu *
Using mnt.kippit.com * Using mnt.lurkmore.net * Using mnt.mofd.com * Using mnt.mofd.org * Using mnt.of.fi * Using mnt.omg.tw * Using mnt.popcorn.li
* Using mnt.sandbox.rizon.net * Using mnt.shoutwire.com * Using mnt.thefediverse.org * Using mnt.twit.sy * Using mnt.twitch.tv * Using mnt.varyan.com
* Using mnt.viber.com * Using mnt.whatsapp.com * Using mnt.yandex.ru * Using mnt.yo.ru * Using mnt.yousendit.com * Using mnt.zefrank.com * Using
mnt.zefrank.com * Using mnt.zippy.ws * Using mnt.yimg.com * Using mnt.yimg.com * Using mnt.yizik.com *Using etc. *Using etc. *Using etc. *Using etc.
*Using etc. *Using etc. *Using etc. *Using etc. *Using etc. *Using etc. 2edc1e01e8
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A Pidgin plugin to make Twitter, identi.ca and status.net the default IM for Pidgin. This plugin basically supports the following: - Update status in timelines
and search - Send DM messages - Receive DM messages - Follow users on Twitter, identi.ca and status.net - Identify users on Twitter, identi.ca and
status.net - Delete user on Twitter, identi.ca and status.net - Retrieve public and private photos from Twitter, identi.ca and status.net - If the user has a
Twitter, identi.ca or status.net account, you can friend them on the user's site. This plugin requires API access to Twitter, identi.ca, status.net, and
possibly other services as the plugin will need to access your buddies's information. Written in C#, uses Libpurple ( Supports Pidgin 2.8.0 and higher. Also
available on Google Code: Credits: Authored by Miklos Vajna (@minimaxir) Further developed by: - Dennis Kaarsemaker (@denniskaarsemaker) - Stephen
Hoffart (@hay), nyctimber.net - And others, see git log Support: Please, report bugs and feature requests here: Direct questions and comments to the
author at: minimaxir@gmail.com Getting Started: To make sure microbloom is working, you must install a Twitter, identi.ca, or status.net account. Then
go to the user's page and add the user to your friends. After the users accepts your friendship, you will be able to communicate with them. To add
microbloom, you can add it to the plugin list, or you can install it. Installing it is as simple as downloading the archive, unzipping it and running the file
`microbloom-*.exe` or `microbloom-*.sh`. After the installation, you must tell microbloom your credentials for Twitter, identi.ca and status.net. This is
done in the configuration wizard:
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What's New in the?

This plugin allows you to treat microblogging (Twitter, identi.ca, status.net, and so on) as IM protocols. This can be useful for imposters, when you want to
pretend you're on another IM protocol: - You post a message from your home timeline (for the others to read and reply to) and mark it as "unread" (this
won't change the location of the message, but the others won't see it) - You search on Twitter and you see a message you want to reply to - You reply to a
buddy using @mention to the group (not just to that specific buddy) -The plugin will prompt you for your status.net token if you try to update your status
from a search or timeline. -The group is selected based on your status.net friends, not necessarily the ones you follow on Twitter. If you want a group to be
used, it has to be selected on the Friend List > Advanced settings page. If not specified, it will always use the group you are currently in. -To use a specific
group, you must use the /join command and put the group name. `/join group1` `/join group2` `/join group3` `/join group4` -The commands /tag, /untag,
/identify and /addfriend are also available. -There is no ability to change settings. -The usage should be very similar to the other IM protocols. For more
information, see Usage: You can use the commands available in Pidgin's menu (Plugins > Add-ons > Twitter-Plugin > Commands) or add the following
lines to your ~/.purple/config.xml file: Version 1.2.2 - Fixed a bug in the update version check for both Twitter and Status.net. - Added the ability to do a
"/delete command" (which is the same as "/addfriend") and then to "/edit command" Version 1.2.1 - Fixed a bug in the update version check for both
Twitter and Status.net. Version 1.2 - The plugin is now in development mode. It will only check to see if the server is online once every 30 seconds. The
HTTP version and the domain version are incompatible. - Search can be done with the "/search" command, and you can use the "/reload" command to
reload the group. - Support for status.net has been added. To use it, please add the following line to your ~/.purple/config.xml file:
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System Requirements For Twitter Protocol:

REQ. 2.9.6 or higher REQ. 2.8.2 or higher REQ. 2.9.4 or higher REQ. 2.9.4 or
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